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Abstract. In this paper we present a lattice dynamical system
stated by K. Kaneko in [Phys. Rev. Lett., 65, 1391-1394, 1990]
which is related to the Belusov-Zhabotinskii reaction. We prove
that this CML (Coupled Map Lattice) system is chaotic in the
sense of Li – Yorke and Devaney for zero coupling constant.
1. Introduction
Classical Discrete Dynamical Systems (DDS’s), i.e., a couple com-
posed by a space X (usually compact and metric) and a continuous
self-map ψ on X, have been highly considered in the literature (see
e.g., [BC] or [De]) because are good examples of problems coming from
the theory of Topological Dynamics and model many phenomena from
biology, physics, chemistry, engineering and social sciences (see for ex-
ample, [Da], [KO], [Pu] or [Po]). In most cases in the formulation of
such models ψ is a C∞, an analytical or a polynomial map.
Coming from chemical engineering applications, such a digital fil-
tering, imaging and spatial vibrations of the elements which compose
a given chemical product, a generalization of DDS’s have recently ap-
peared as an important subject for investigation, we mean the so called
Lattice Dynamical Systems or 1d Spatiotemporal Discrete Systems. In
the next section we provide all the definitions. To show the importance
of these type of systems, see for instance [ChF].
To analyze when one of this type of systems have a complicated dy-
namics or not by the observation of one topological dynamics property
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is an open problem. The aim of the present paper is to show, by using
the notion of chaos, and to characterize the dynamical complexity of
coupled lattice systems stated by K. Kaneko in [K] (for more details
see for references therein) which is related to the Belusov-Zhabotinskii
reaction. We present some other problems for the future related with
chemical applications.
to define chaos in the sence of Li – Yorke and Devaney (topological
transitivity, locally eventually onto , periodically dense)
2. Notation and basic construction
The state space of LDS (Lattice Dynamical System) is the set
X = {x| x = {xi}, xi ∈ Rd, i ∈ ZD, ‖ xi ‖<∞},
where d ≥ 1 is the dimension of the range space of the map of state
xi, D ≥ 1 is the dimension of the lattice and the l2 norm ‖ x ‖2=
(Σi∈ZD | xi |2)1/2 is usually taken (| xi | is the length of the vector xi).
We deal with the following 1d-LD CML (Coupled Map Lattice) sys-
tem which was stated by K. Kaneko in [K] (for more details see for
references therein) and it is related to the Belusov-Zhabotinskii reac-
tion (see [KO] and for experimental study of chemical turbulence by
this method [HGS], [HOY], [HHM]):
(1) xm+1n = (1− )f(xmn ) + /2[f(xmn−1)− f(xmn+1)],
where m is discrete time index, n is lattice side index with system size
L (i.e. n = 1, 2, . . . L),  is coupling constant and f(x) is the unimodal
map on the unite closed interval I = [0, 1], i.e. f(0) = f(1) = 0 and
f has unique critical point c with 0 < c < 1 such that f(c) = 1. For
simplicity we will deal with so called “tent map”, defined by
(2) f(x) =
{
2x, x ∈ [0, 1/2),
2− 2x, x ∈ [1/2, 1].
In general, one for the following periodic boundary conditions of the
system (1) is assumed:
(1) xmn = x
m
n+L,
(2) xmn = x
m+L
n ,
(3) xmn = x
m+L
n+L ,
standardly, the first case of the boundary conditions is used.
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The equation (1) was studied by many authors, mostly experimen-
tally or semi-analytically then analytically. The first paper with ana-
lytic results is [ChL], where it was proved that this system is chaotic
in the sense of Li – Yorke, we give alternative and easier proof in this
paper.
We consider, as an example the 2-element one-way coupled logistic
lattice (OCLL, see [KW]) H : I2 → I2 written as
xm+11 = (1− )f(xm1 ) + f(xm2 ),
xm+12 = f(x
m
1 ) + (1− )f(xm2 ),(3)
where f is the tent map.
3. Main result
The following two lemmas will be used for the proof of the main
result. The proof of the first one is obvious (or, see e.g. [DK]).
Lemma 1. Let f : X → X and g : Y → Y be periodically dense. Then
the Cartesian product f×g : X×Y → X×Y is also periodically dense.
Proposition 1. Let f be the tent map defined by (2). Put Ik,l = [(l −
1)/2k, l/2k] where l = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 2k} and k ∈ N. Then the restriction
of fk to Ik,l is linear homeomorphism onto [0, 1].
Let us note that the Cartesian product of two topologically transitive
maps is not necessarily topologically transitive (see e.g. [DK] ). Hence,
for the proof of Theorem 1 we need to prove:
Lemma 2. The system
xm+1n = (1− )f(xmn ) + /2[f(xmn−1)− f(xmn+1)],
is locally eventually onto for  = 0.
Proof. Let U be given open subset of IL. Then the projection of U
to the m-th coordinate contains Um open connected subset of I, for
each m = 1, 2, . . . L. Then by Proposition 1 there is km such that
fkm(Um) = I. If we put K = max{km| m = 1, 2, . . . L} then the K-th
iteration of U by the system (1) equals to IL. 
Theorem 1. The system
xm+1n = (1− )f(xmn ) + /2[f(xmn−1)− f(xmn+1)],
is chaotic in the sense of Devaney for  = 0.
Proof. The assertion follows by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. 
The following Proposition is very powerful tool of symbolic dynam-
ics1 for observing nearly all dynamical properties.
Proposition 2. [GL] There is a subsystem of (1) which is conjugated2
to (ΣL2 , σ
L
2 ).
Theorem 2. The system
xm+1n = (1− )f(xmn ) + /2[f(xmn−1)− f(xmn+1)],
is chaotic in the sense of Li – Yorke for  = 0.
Proof. By Proposition 2 the system (1) has a subsystem conjugated to
(ΣL2 , σ
L
2 ) which is Li – Yorke chaotic (see e.g. [BGKM]). 
4. Concluding remarks
There are many other notions of chaos, like distributional, omega or
specification property. The system (1) fulfils all this chaotic behaviour
by the same arguments as in the proof of the Theorem 2. But obviously
this system is not minimal, where minimal means that there is no
proper subset which is invariant, nonempty and closed.
For non-zero coupling constants the dynamical behaviour of the sys-
tem (1) is more complicated. The first question is how the invariant
subsets of phase space looks like? Secondly, what are the properties of
ω limit sets? The answer for these questions will be nontrivial. Similar
system was studied in [BGLL] and there was used the method of resul-
tants to prove existence of periodic points of higher order. The same
concept like in [BGLL] should be used.
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